Using all available evidence – literary, epigraphic, numismatic, and archaeological – this study offers a new analysis of the early Hellenistic Peloponnesian. The conventional picture of the Macedonian kings as oppressors, and of the Peloponnesian as ruined by warfare and tyranny, must be revised. The kings did not suppress freedom or exploit the peninsula economically, but generally presented themselves as patrons of Greek identity. Most of the regimes characterized as ‘tyrannies’ were probably, in reality, civic governorships, and the Macedonians did not seek to overturn tradition or build a new imperial order. Contrary to previous analyses, the evidence of field survey and architectural remains points to an active, even thriving culture and a healthy trading economy under elite patronage. Despite the rise of federalism, particularly in the form of the Achaean league, regional identity was never as strong as loyalty to one’s city-state (*polis*).
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Note on Dates

Centuries are abbreviated according to Copenhagen Polis Project conventions: e.g. C5 = fifth century BC; C4f/s = first/second half of fourth century BC; C3e/m/l = early/mid-/late third century BC; C2a/b/c/d = quarters of second century BC.

Dates are BC unless AD is specified. I intend no Western presumption if I persist in using BC and AD, even though they are derived from a Christian era (and an inaccurate one at that). The usual alternatives in anglophone scholarship, BCE and CE, are easily confused with one another and are by no means as 'common' as they pretend to be, being based on the same Western, Christian era which is not the default in other major cultures (cf. Holford-Strevens 2005, [xiii]).
Note on Spellings

Spellings in quotations are unchanged. Otherwise, for ancient Greek names I retain some familiar anglicizations (e.g. Antipater not Antipatros, Athens, Cassander not Kassandros, Corinth, Delphi, Peloponnese, Piraeus, Thucydides). I use Alexander for kings, Alexandros for other men; Achaea for the region, Achaean league for the koinon, Achaia only for the Roman province. Other names are made Greeklike if easily recognized (e.g. Aigion, Aitolia, Aratos, Argolis, Boiotia, Kleomenes, Lakedaimonians, Polybios, Sikyon). Note that 'Areus' (Ἀρεύς) is correct and Greeklike (with two syllables, not three); 'Areos' is a false form (despite e.g. Hoover 2011, 138–43 passim).

Greek terms are transliterated if familiar in anglophone scholarship (e.g. polis, epitēchismoi); some long vowels are marked (e.g. dēmos, chōra). Terms less likely to be encountered in transliteration elsewhere are let in Greek (e.g. κατέφθαρτο) but translated.

The Modern Greek distinction between polytonic and monotonic is maintained, e.g. in the list of Works Cited. Placenames follow the Laconia Survey spelling rules (Cavanagh et al. 2002, xxiv) but are italicized with the stress marked (e.g. Áno Mazaráki, Gerákí).

In the list of Works Cited, authors' names and initials are generally standardized on one form; this is important to note where a deuteronymous (D. G. J. Shipley), tritonymous (J. N. D. Hibler, or even tetartonymous (J. P. V. D. Balsdon) author may have been cited elsewhere with varying initials. Greek authors' names follow the same transliteration system as Modern Greek place-names, unless they have published regularly under another form (so Buraselis not Bourazelis; Steinhauer not Stainchaouer).

Like N. G. L. Hammond, I write 'Macedonia' rather than 'Macedon'. Consistently with the treatment of other seas (e.g. 'Aegean sea'), I follow Royal Navy 1969 in writing 'Black sea' unless the context requires capitalization.
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9th Hellenistic Pottery Meeting  Θ’ επιστημονική συνάντηση για την ελληνιστική κεραμική (Θεσσαλονίκη, 5–9 Δεκεμβρίου 2012). Πρακτικά. Athens: Ypourgeio Politismou kai Athlitismou/ Aristoteleio Panepistimio Thessalonikis/ Tameio Archaiologikon Poron kai Apollotrioseon, 2018


AE  bronze

Ag.–Kl. (but AK in Chapter II)  (Plutarch), Agis and Kleomenes, here numbered continuously; for the second part, on Kleomenes, which some editions number separately, the alternative chapter no. may be found by subtracting 21

AGOnline  Archaeology in Greece Online (www.chronique.efa.fr)

AK  see Ag.–Kl.
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